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Biomass combustion through hydrothermal method
Antonio Pezone

EDITORIAL

Carbon compounds have a long history of synthesis and application, and 
carbon black, produced from fuel-rich incomplete combustion, has been 

used for ink, paints, and tattoos for over 3000 years. Since the discovery of 
fullerenes and carbon nanotubes, material science involving valuable carbon 
compounds has been a hot topic, with applications in carbon fixation, 
catalytic supports, adsorbents, gas storage, electrode, carbon fuel cells, and 
cell biology. Many synthetic methods for the manufacture of amorphous, 
carbonaceous, porous, or crystalline carbon materials with variable size, 
shape, and chemical compositions have been documented, including 
carbonization, high-voltage-arc electricity, laser ablation, or hydrothermal 
carbonization. In this Review, we’ll look at a more sustainable technique 
that depends on low specific energy input and uses biomass instead of fossil-
fuel-based starting materials. Because it is accessible in high quality and large 
quantities, as well as being an environmentally beneficial renewable resource, 
biomass is a qualified carbon raw material for the synthesis of valuable 
carbon compounds.

The manufacturing of bioethanol, which has arisen as a new automotive 
fuel, is an example of its potential. In 2007, more than 7 billion gallons 
of bioalcohol were generated in the United States. Almost all light autos 
in Brazil operate on a mixture of gasoline and bioalcohol, and equivalent 
scales for materials, with corresponding carbon products assumed, are easily 
imaginable. Even though waste biomass originating from agricultural lands 
and forest leftovers is abundant, it has received little attention as a raw 
resource since it has only been utilised to raise the value of waste biomass 
by simple burning. Carbon materials made from waste biomass have showed 
promise as sorbents, hydrogen storage, biochemicals, and other uses. The 
issue is that no generic and acceptable procedure for producing useful carbon 

materials from crude biomass has been developed to yet. In this regard, a 
hydrothermal carbonization method might become a strong technology 
for the synthesis of valuable carbon compounds from biomass, particularly 
crude biomass. Two HTC processes may be distinguished based on various 
experimental circumstances and response mechanisms.

A high-temperature HTC method based on biomass pyrolysis is capable of 
producing carbon nanotubes, graphite, and activated carbon materials at 
high temperatures and pressures. A low-temperature HTC technique, which 
employs many chemical transformation cascades and is more ecologically 
friendly, is carried up up to 250°C. This method has been used to create 
a variety of carbonaceous materials with varied sizes, shapes, and surface 
functional groups. These carbonaceous compounds may also be combined 
with other materials, such as noble metal nanoparticles, to create composites 
with unique chemical and physical characteristics.

We’ll go into the idea and history of the HTC process at both high and 
low temperatures in this post. The HTC process’s remarkable potential for 
preparing carbon compounds from biomass will be illustrated. Finally, we’ll 
go through a few instances of carbonaceous materials from the HTC process 
being used in domains including the environment, catalysis, energy storage, 
biology, and sensing. Many minerals develop under hydrothermal conditions, 
which include the application of an aqueous media at temperatures over 
100°C and pressures below 0.1 MPa. The hydrothermal technique has been 
widely employed for the synthesis of a wide range of solid-state chemicals 
such as oxides, sulphides, halides, molecular zeolites, and other microporous 
phases since its pioneering work in the 1960s and 1980s. The hydrothermal 
method is now widely used for the synthesis of diverse inorganic materials, 
including functional oxide and non-oxide nanomaterials of specified shapes 
and sizes, as well as the synthesis of novel solids.
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